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Established 1961 
The First Daily in The Arabian Gulf

In the centuries-old Eritrean port of Massawa, the
streets are so quiet that pedestrians’ footsteps can
be heard echoing off the buildings in its crumbling

old town. Decades of conflict, sanctions and isolation-
ist policies have seen trade shrivel up, with the harbor
still lined with bombed-out buildings from Eritrea’s
war of independence from Ethiopia, achieved in 1993.
But the cranes, berths and bars of Massawa are
primed to bustle again after the Horn of Africa neigh-
bors declared peace earlier this month, setting the
stage for goods from landlocked Ethiopia to once
again pass through this key port on the Red Sea.

As hotels eye renovations and new flights and trade
routes are announced, Eritreans hope the newfound
peace will breathe life back into the economy of one of
the world’s most isolated nations. “No people, no cus-
tomers, no nothing,” said Yohannis Primo
Gebremeskel, owner of the Grand Dahlak Hotel.
Despite being the fanciest accommodation in town,
Yohannis said he gets few visitors and an entire 120-
room wing of his hotel sits unused. “It’s good that we
are together (again),” he said, after an extraordinary
peace process in a region suffering numerous
intractable conflicts. “For Ethiopia and also Eritrea, it is
a big chance. I think Ethiopian people will come here
every week.”

Pearl of the Red Sea 
Once called the “Pearl of the Red Sea”, Massawa

has changed hands between empires for centuries and
is the site of what scholars believe to be Africa’s oldest
mosque. Its old city is filled with hotels and shops built
when Massawa was part of the Ottoman Empire and
then from the late 19th century until World War II
when Italy was in control. Decades after Eritrea was
annexed by Ethiopia in 1962, the port became the site
of a decisive battle in its struggle for independence.

At the gates of the city, three bomb-scarred tanks
commemorate “Operation Fenkil” in 1991 when
Eritrean rebels stormed the causeways connecting
Massawa, an island, to the mainland. Their victory
paved the way for Eritrea’s independence vote in 1993.
In the aftermath, Massawa’s port continued to serve as
a transshipment point for trade with Ethiopia, which
lost its entire Red Sea coast when Eritrea seceded. But
business came to an end in 1998 when war broke out
over the neighbours’ disputed land border. The conflict
lasted for two years and left 80,000 people dead. The
standoff continued after Ethiopia ignored a 2002
United Nations demarcation of their frontier and held
territory belonging to Eritrea.

No trade, little to sell 
Eritrea’s President Isaias Afwerki implemented

hardline policies after the war that scared off investors
and isolated his country. These included jailing dissi-
dents without trial, dismantling the independent press
and pushing citizens into an indefinite national service
program that forces them into specific jobs and keeps
them from travelling. “Of course they wanted more
economic development, but they prioritised national
autonomy,” said Seth Kaplan, a professor at Johns
Hopkins University in the United States who has stud-
ied Eritrea’s economy.

Things got worse after the UN Security Council
imposed sanctions against the country in 2009 for
supporting Islamist militants in Somalia. Eritrea on
Monday announced the establishment of diplomatic
ties with Somalia and Ethiopia has formally asked
the UN to l i ft  the sanctions. The African
Development Bank estimates Eritrea’s economy grew
3.4 percent in 2017, well below its neighbor’s eight
percent. Most of that growth came from the Bisha
gold, copper and zinc mine.

Ore from the mine is exported via Massawa which
does little else but import oil and consumer goods.
“Why would the port be functional when most parts of
the world can’t trade with it, and they have very little
to sell?” Kaplan asked. Residents say that some
months may see 10 ships arrive, and others, none.

‘Fast change’ 
Eritrean President Isaias this week hailed “a new,

transitional phase” and end to an “epoch of crises,
conflict and instability” in the Horn of Africa, but has
said nothing about a change in his government’s own
policies. Residents are hopeful that peace between
Ethiopia and Eritrea will bring trade and visitors back
to the faded town. Ethiopian Airlines has already
restarted flights to the capital Asmara from two
Ethiopian cities, and is planning services to Massawa
and the southern port Assab soon. “We now have
hope,” said Mohamed Idris, a boat captain who ferries
rare tourists from Massawa to islands in the Red Sea.

North of the city, visitors swim in the breakers at
the Italian-built Gurgusum Beach Hotel, where fire-
roasted goat is advertised on a menu ending in the
exhortation “Victory to the masses”. Despite the
intense heat the hotel has no air conditioning, and
manager Adam Ahmed says he is hoping the govern-
ment pays for renovations. “We’re waiting now for fast
change,” he said. — AFP 

Eritrea’s crumbling 
Massawa port hopes 
for peace revival 

President Bashar Al-Assad’s path to a final victory in
the war in Syria is strewn with diplomatic landmines
that will complicate his attempt to recover “every

inch” of the country and may leave big areas out of his
grasp indefinitely. Assad’s advances have accelerated this
year in the conflict that began in 2011. Russian and Iranian
military power helped deliver the defeat of the last rebels
near the capital Damascus and the city of Homs, and
allowed him to recover the southwest in a matter of weeks.

Rebels who once reduced Assad’s control to a small
fraction of Syria now pose no military threat to his rule.
With his allies’ help, Assad controls the bulk of the coun-
try and is inviting investors from “friendly” nations to help
rebuild it. Declaring the return of “normal life”, his Russian
allies are urging refugees to come home, saying there is
nothing to fear from Assad’s government, though many
people continue to flee areas that are falling back under
its control.

But some are trickling back and Moscow is seeking
international support for them, in the apparent hope that
Western states that backed the opposition will now
direct aid to government-held areas, spreading the bur-
den. But with Russia in the ascendancy, there is no sign of
the kind of negotiated political transition which the West
has said is needed to unlock its support and to encourage
the bulk of the millions of refugees in Europe and the
Middle East to return.

Assad has recovered the frontiers with Jordan and the
Israeli-occupied Golan Heights, and says he will press
ahead. Almost all of northern Syria and much of the east
remain outside his grasp. But in these areas a new test
awaits: Hostile Turkish and US forces that have carved out
separate spheres of control on Syrian territory. Russian
priorities, particularly its ties with Turkey, may largely
determine how the war unfolds from here.

So too will US President Donald Trump, who has given
conflicting signals over how long American forces will
maintain their foothold across a swathe of the east and

northeast. US-backed Kurds, wary of their unpredictable
ally, are beating a path to talks with Assad, seeking to
safeguard their autonomy. “The conflict is entering a new
phase. But it is hard to say the war is ending when so much
of the country still remains outside the government’s
hands,” said Noah Bonsey, the International Crisis Group’s
Senior Analyst on Syria.

“And it is still unclear to what extent an insurgency
might emerge in parts of Syria that the government
controls.” Islamic State militants killed more than 200
people in the government-held Sweida region last week.
The war is estimated to have killed hundreds of thou-
sands of people.

Turkish alarm
Assad has flagged his next target: the rebel-held Idlib

province. “Now Idlib is our target, although not only Idlib,”
Assad told Russian media last week. A sanctuary for
Syrians who have fled government advances in other parts
of the country, Idlib is controlled by an array of insurgents
who have often fought each other. Jihadist groups hold
sway, and foreign fighters are estimated to number in the
thousands, according to the Syrian Observatory for Human
Rights, which reports on the war.

Idlib falls within an arc of territory stretching east to
the Euphrates River where Turkish forces are deployed.
Turkey has aimed to roll back Kurdish groups which it
sees as a national security threat, but also to prevent more
Syrians spilling over its border: Turkey already hosts 3.5
million refugees. In agreement with Iran and Russia, it has
set up 12 military posts in Idlib and adjoining areas.

The possibility of an Idlib offensive is ringing alarm
bells in Turkey. A top UN official has warned another 2.5
million people could flee toward the border in the event of
an attack. President Tayyip Erdogan has been pressing
Russian President Vladimir Putin to make sure that does
not happen. “Of course, it isn’t possible for us to accept
any regime attacks directed at Idlib. I discussed this with

Putin. We’ve already agreed on this issue,” Erdogan was
reported as saying by the Turkish daily Hurriyet. “I do
hope that he would do what’s necessary on this.”

The pan-Arab Alsharq Alawsat newspaper has report-
ed details of a Turkish proposal to Russia over Idlib that
includes the idea that rebels there surrender heavy
weapons to the Turkish army. Such proposals - including
that rebels be reorganized into a “national army” - are
likely to be anathema to Assad. “If Assad has reiterated
one consistent refrain through the years of uprising, it is
nationalism. When Assad says he will take back every inch
of Syrian soil, we should believe he means it,” said Joshua
Landis, an expert on Syria and head of the Center for
Middle East Studies at the University of Oklahoma.

Rebels prepare
Despite this, a source in the regional alliance that fights

in support of Assad thought an imminent Idlib assault
unlikely. “The Turkish side will continue to hold on tight
because the cards are in its hands,” the source said.
“Military action will happen after the deck is shuffled and
the Turkish-Russian-Iranian agreement for that region is
finished.” Some rebels, doubtful of Russia’s commitments,
fear the worst. “We are preparing for any escalation, and
carrying out reinforcement operations and redeploying
forces in preparation for a battle in the near future,”
Colonel Mustafa Bakour, a commander in the Jaish al-Ezza
Free Syrian Army faction, told Reuters in a message from
northern Hama province. “We expect a Russian military
escalation.”

An Idlib offensive could prove more difficult than pre-
vious government campaigns. The jihadists who hold
sway in the province have proved to be some of the
toughest in the war. “An offensive may drive groups that
are currently focused on maintaining territory in Idlib
into the kind of guerrilla insurgency that some in the
jihadist movement have been encouraging them to adopt
for years,” Bonsey said. — Reuters 

Making a killing: 
Foes profit from 
trade across 
frontlines 

Barrels of oil, sacks of sugar, crates piled with fruit:
goods worth millions of dollars crisscross Syria’s
battlefronts daily, waved through by bitter enemies

who have become business partners. Syria’s regime, rebels,
Kurds, and even jihadists are linking up with well-connect-
ed businessmen to turn a profit at crossings connecting
otherwise divided territory. Multiple sources from rebel-
held parts of Syria including military commanders, busi-
nessmen, fighters, and residents have described to AFP a
sprawling, quasi-official network of deals and arrange-
ments on cross-country trade. Critics say they have
allowed armed groups and businessmen, some linked with
President Bashar Al-Assad’s regime, to profit from the
divisions tearing Syria apart.

Sweet deal 
One key junction where business takes place is Morek,

between the northwestern province of Idlib - which is held
by various rebel and jihadist forces - and government-
controlled Hama. On the rebel side, Morek is managed by
Al-Qaeda’s onetime Syria branch Hayat Tahrir al-Sham
(HTS), with the other side run by government forces. Year
round, vegetables, biscuits and clothes leave Idlib, while
fuel, sugar, and spare car parts are trucked in through
Hama from across swathes of government-held territory,
sources at the crossing and others familiar with operations
there said.

“Morek is the most important crossing between rebels
and the regime, given the trade coming and going through
there,” said Abu al-Huda Al-Sorani, who administers the
border for HTS. “It’s an official transit point recognized by
us both, and it’s the money that makes things move.” In an
interview with an AFP correspondent at the crossing,
Sorani said Morek “was opened with the mediation of
businessmen who have links with the regime”. “One man
monopolizes the trade on the regime side,” he said.

Sorani declined to provide a name for the business-
man, but multiple sources familiar with operations at the
crossing pointed to a mysterious businessman known
only as Ghawar. One source in opposition-held territory
with close knowledge of the crossing said Ghawar pays
Syrian government forces at least $1 million every few
months for exclusive use of a stretch of the M5 highway
leading to Morek.

The source, and others interviewed by AFP, spoke on
condition of anonymity fearing a backlash from rebel or
regime forces for revealing details of trade operations.
Ghawar, who acts as a frontman for regime-linked busi-
nessmen, also sets duties paid by each truck passing
through loyalist checkpoints before they reach the cross-
ing, the source said. On the other side, HTS monopolizes
sugar sales in opposition zones and bans female livestock
from leaving Idlib to maximize breeding in rebel areas and
keep the regime dependent on them. 

“No one can trade in sugar unless they’re covered by
HTS, because of its high revenue,” the source said. HTS
also sets export fees. On July 8, an AFP correspondent saw
stonemasons protesting near Morek after duties per
truckload jumped from $400 to $1,500. Ultimately the
demonstrators managed to force prices back down.

Coming and going 
“With zones across Syria controlled by various forces,

border trade between them has become a fait accompli,”
said Ayman al-Dassouky, an analyst at the Turkey-based
Omran Centre. “It brings mutual benefit to the warring
sides who have allied themselves with businessmen taking
advantage of the current situation to boost trade,”
Dassouky said. The crossings were “generating millions for
the forces which hold them and businessmen who trade
across them,” he said. They provide rebels with a vital
source of revenue, he said, “especially with the dwindling
external support to them, mainly from the Gulf”.

But trade across the front line is also crucial for the
regime. “Its forces and loyalist militias make a profit which
ultimately guarantees their loyalty, and big traders close to
the regime benefit from deals on duties,” said Dassouky.
The phenomenon of enemies doing business together is
widespread across conflicts, said Bassam Abou Abdallah,
who heads the Damascus Centre for Strategic Studies. “In
all wars, not just in Syria, these guys become the warlords.
A web of interests is spun between the warring sides
because of economic benefits,” Abou Abdallah said.

Business at Morek is so good that rival Islamists want-
ed a slice, and have tried in recent months to set up their
own crossing from Idlib into Hama. Ahrar al-Sham, a hard-
line faction once allied to HTS but which has fought
against it since last year, attempted to establish trade
through the Qalaat al-Madiq crossing it controls, about 30
km west of Morek. HTS objected and so far only a limited
number of goods are passing through the Madiq crossing.
“HTS forbade large trucks from reaching the Madiq cross-
ing so Morek would remain number one for trade,” said a
rebel commander based near Madiq.

Wealth from war 
Despite being bitter enemies, Kurds and Turkish-

backed rebels are also running crossings linking territory
under their control. The Hamran junction in Aleppo
province is held by Kurdish militiamen on one side and the
Levant Front, rebels loyal to Ankara, on the other. Up to 60
crude oil tankers transit through Hamran from Kurdish
areas daily to be refined in opposition zones, a rebel offi-
cial at the checkpoint said. Trade moves in the other direc-
tion too, with Ankara ultimately dictating what goes from
rebel areas to Kurdish territory, he told AFP. 

“Fertilizer is banned because it can be used to make
explosives, and cement and metal too because they’re
used for blast walls against us,” the official said. Crossings
are cash cows for well-placed businessmen, especially
those bringing goods to besieged areas. — AFP

For buoyant Assad, war enters tricky phase

A picture taken on July 18, 2018 shows lorries transporting
merchandise at the rebel-held Morek checkpoint between the
northwestern Syrian provinces of Idlib and Hama.  — AFP


